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abstract
in the article the author provided an analysis of two chosen sustainable housing concepts designed and built in the end of 
20th and beginning of 21st century in amsterdam.
The purpose of the research is to identify urban, sustainable and architectural features of two case studies – untraditional, 
experimental housing concepts. as research methods the author used the method of comparative analysis of the case stu-
dies and critical discussion. The result of the study will be conclusions of comparative analysis ultimately revealing a better 
concept of sustainable housing model for the 21st century.

streszczenie
w artykule autor przedstawił analizę dwóch wybranych zrównoważonych koncepcji mieszkaniowych zaprojektowanych  
i zbudowanych pod koniec xx i na początku xxi wieku w amsterdamie.
celem badań jest identyfikacja urbanistycznych, zrównoważonych i architektonicznych cech dwóch studiów przypadku - 
nietradycyjnych, eksperymentalnych koncepcji mieszkaniowych. Jako metody badawcze autor zastosował metodę analizy 
porównawczej studiów przypadków oraz krytycznej dyskusji. wynikiem badań będą wnioski z analizy porównawczej, które 
w ostatecznym rozrachunku ujawnią lepszą koncepcję zrównoważonego modelu mieszkalnictwa dla xxi wieku.
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1. IntroductIon

The existence of avant-garde dutch residential 
architecture is a fact. The rich tradition of dutch mo-
dernism leaves many values   on the basis of which con-
temporary architects create original combinations and 
spatial forms. a rational approach to the building as 
a geometric form is mixed here with individualism, di-
versity and abstractness. The modern times of globali-
sation dominance allow the dutch play with ‘boxes’ to 
combine traditional space with an innovative dimension 
of pure, though sometimes radical forms. But there is 
a hidden genius in the contemporary dutch residential 
architecture in embracing tradition in modern forms. 
wood, concrete, brick of different colours, glass, alu-
minium and steel come in various configurations. The 

importance of using tradition in creativity, emphasising 
the value of space and ubiquitous rationalism mean 
that dutch residential architecture sets design trends 
for many european countries even today, e.g. by follo-
wing the paradigms of sustainable development.

The aim of this article is to attempt an urban and 
architectural analysis of two experimental housing es-
tates from amsterdam - gwl Terrein and funenpark. 
These estates set clear trends in the design of multi-
family housing complexes in europe in the 21st century. 
The aim of the work is to identify the characteristics of 
these tendencies and compare the implemented solu-
tions. The author attempts to assess if some solutions 
can be implemented in polish conditions. in his rese-
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arch, the author sets up an original method of compa-
rative analysis composed of four parts – an analysis of 
numerical data, features of urban solutions, introduced 
elements regarding sustainable development and the 
value of design – architecture of buildings. in each part 
some parameters are indicated referring to the housing 
concept. The article is a continuation of the research 
conducted by the author on the issues of contempora-
ry urban planning of housing development.

2. results

2.1. GWl terrein estate in Amsterdam – urban 
plan and architecture   

The gwl Terrein housing development in am-
sterdam was designed in years 1989-1993 by archi-
tects Kees christiaanse (master plan) and landscape 
designer adrian geuze in cooperation with the  inter-
national institute for urban development [g. Kemme, 
g. Bekkers, 2010, p. 198]. The former municipal water 
company’s site was transformed from an industrial into 
housing quarter. on the rectangular 6-hectare site the 
designers planned 600 flats, located in 16 buildings 
(2 long and 14 short ones). a few architectural offices 
were invited to take part in the designs of the housing 
building, e.g. meyer & van schooten, liesbeth van de 
pol, willem Jan neutlings and dKv, etc. [p. groenen-
dijk, p. vollaard, 2009, p. 210]. The selection of these 
architects was based on their idiosyncrasy and innova-
tiveness. for the project of greenery and landscaping 
adrian geuze was the responsible one. 

The specialists from the international institute 
and the main designer formulated some fundamental 
assumptions concerning the future experimental pro-
ject (the inhabitants also cooperated in that process):

the new housing will be a car-free eco-district,•	
in the design sustainable paradigms will play the •	
main role,
the architecture of the buildings will be innovative, •	
flats of different typologies,
reach greenery in the site,•	
a limited number of parking places.•	
finally, the 600 flats were designed on the site. 

according to the urban concept of a car-free idea, the 
architects managed to situate 2 long buildings along 
the western and northern sides of the quarter. These 
long buildings were to provide a kind of isolation from 
the street noise. another 14 short new buildings were 
planned inside the quarter. from the old company only 
3 elements were left: the water tower, the pump buil-
ding changed into a restaurant – called café amster-
dam, and a small house for guests (fig.1, fig.2).

Fig. 1. gwl Terrein, amsterdam –  scheme  of the urban plan; 
source: drawing by the author, based on in situ research (left).

Fig. 2. gwl Terrein, amsterdam – scheme of pedestrian paths: 
source: drawing by the author, based on in situ research (right). 
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The architects provided a wide spectrum of 
flat types: 2-room apartments, 3-room apartments, 
maisonettes, dwellings for persons with disabilities, 
apartments with separate entrances, a combination of 
back-to-back dwellings, and others. materials for con-
struction were taken from the list of the city of amster-
dam (preferred environmentally friendly and ready for 
reusing ones). all the buildings have a brick elevation, 
their architecture refers to the pragmatic contemporary 
dutch cubic building tendency, though using of brick is 
a kind of a traditional element (fig.3, fig.5).

The heating and hot water systems were reali-
sed by installing the chp gas station with a limit of 750 
cubic meters gas consumption (more than 50% less 
than the norm at that time). The architects decided to 
implement robust water management (e.g. rainwater 
for flushing toilets, the rest into the ground and canals) 
as well as install water-saving toilets, taps and showers 
in flats. no car traffic was planned in the quarter – pe-
destrian and bicycle paths were preferred (fig.4). The 
architects provided only 129 parking places, additional 
5 for car sharing and 2 for people with disabilities. The 

dwellers were forced to use public transportation. The 
reach greenery was planned in the estate site: more 
than 60 fruit trees, lots of bushes and 85 communal 
gardens to share by the inhabitants [a. Tokajuk, 2019, 
p.1-9]. all the greenery was organised between the 
buildings. on the ground level of long buildings some 
services were designed with the access from the street 
side. The construction was ready in 1998.

2.2. Funenpark estate in Amsterdam – urban 
plan and architecture   

during last three decades the eastern dock 
area in amsterdam was a district developed into a re-
sidential and work zone. at that time several housing 
projects were started and implemented. one of them is 
funenpark – a housing estate situated at the oostelijk 
havengebied, an old harbour called funen. so far, the 
site was used as a former railway station marshalling 
yard. The municipality of amsterdam decided to revita-
lise that urban quarter. in 1998 urban designer frits van 
dongen designed the urban plan of the funenpark. fol-
lowing the plan, several architectural studios designed 

Fig. 3. gwl Terrein, amsterdam – view of a high new building situated along the street (left); source: photo by the author
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Fig. 4. gwl Terrein, amsterdam – view of  pedestrian and bicycle paths with new buildings and greenery (right);  
source: photo by the author

Fig. 5. gwl Terrein, amsterdam – view of a new housing building; source: photo by the author
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16 residential urban villas (de architecten cie, sanbeek 
& van veen, geurts & schulze, dick van gameren, etc.). 
The funenpark site has a triangular shape, it stretches 
across 3.5 hectares, and is located between the rail-
way line and the neighbouring czaar peterstaat. The 
urban designer based his idea on the ‘villas in the park’ 
model. according the plan, the selected architectural 
offices developed 16 residential villas (fig.6, fig.7). on 
the site a huge number of 565 dwellings were provi-
ded in total, also with other functions, such as: shops, 
commercial places, an underground garage, social fa-
cilities, etc. [p. van der putt, 2011, p. 156-164]. The re-
sidents are allowed to walk around grass areas. some 
dwellings have terraces or decks at the park level. The 
majority of apartments in the urban villas are accessed 
from its side, using halls, but in some blocks ground-
based flats have front doors directly from the outside. 
The project was a starting point of revitalisation of the 
whole neighbourhood area. The funenpark quarter – 
in contrast to many dutch residential neighbourhoods 
with their traditional layout of streets, pavements, front 
and back gardens – has been designed in different 
way. instead of traditional layout the whole area is flan-
ked by a hook-shaped long building, which limits the 
estate from two sides. The space around 16 buildings 
and apartment blocks is treated as one courtyard. This 
continuous courtyard is not split in any way, the pri-
vate gardens are saved from parking cars (fig.8). The 
parking places have been planned in an underground 
garage. 

landscaping ideas were developed by the 
landlaB office. it was the concept of an open park 
consisting of 3 ingredients: grass spaces, a special 
3-coloured pavement and trees. The simplicity of com-
bining the three ingredients resulted in an outdoor spa-
ce experienced as a continuous flow and linking toge-
ther the landscape and the architecture. The quarter 
constitutes a milestone in forming new ideas of urban 
housing at the beginning of the 21st century, in a certain 
way coming back to the le corbusier’s housing sche-
mes [K. frampton, 2007, p. 149-161]. The buildings re-
present original dwellings to its residents and unique 
architectural solutions. although they vary in terms of 
their original details, materials, shapes, they still have 
the same good scale (fig.9, fig.10). 

The designs aim is to balance the economical, 
ecological and social aspects of sustainable develop-
ment. local people, professionals made their contribu-
tion to the research team during the design process. 
The materials were taken from the amsterdam list, big 
attention was paid to the functionality and flexibility of 
different typologies of flats.

Fig. 6. funenpark, amsterdam – scheme of the urban plan;  
source: drawing by the author, based on in situ research  

and landlab office (left)

Fig. 7. funenpark, amsterdam – scheme of pedestrian paths; 
source: drawing by the author, based on in situ research and lan-

dlab office (right)
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Fig. 8. funenpark, amsterdam – view of the main pedestrian path along the higher building, source: photo by the author

Fig. 9. funenpark, amsterdam – a building situated inside 
the quarter with original details, 6-floor high (left);  

source: photo by the author
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Fig. 10. funenpark, amsterdam – a building situated inside the quarter with a passage passing through it, sophisticated architectural 
form (right); source: photo by the author

2.3. comparison of the chosen estates’ features

Tab. 1. comparison  evaluation matrix – quantity data

source: prepared by the author

category/feature
estate
GWl

estate
Funenpark

density 105 flats per hectare 150-160 flats per hectare

site area 6 ha 3.5 ha

number of flats 600 565

hight of the buildings
inside the quarter – 4-5 flo-
ors; on the edge – 7-8 floors

inside the quarter – 3-6 
floors, on the edge – 6-8 
floors

number of buildings
14 + 2 (along the streets) + 3 
old ones (water company)

16 villas  + 2 (along the 
streets)

it appears that the gwl Terrein estate has lower 
density than the funenpark, the number of buildings is  
similar (there are more in the funenpark, which makes 
the density higher). also, the site of funenpark is much 

smaller than the gwl, it has a triangular shape; hence 
it can be concluded that the spaces between the bu-
ildings inside the quarter are smaller (semi-public spa-
ces) – the buildings are situated closer to each other. 
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Tab. 2. comparison  evaluation matrix – urban, environmental and architectural features

category/feature
estate
GWl

estate
Funenpark

urban:

urban type eco habitat concept villas in the park model 
(modernism concept)

parking solution car-free estate, limited par-
king places

car-free estate, undergro-
und parking

pedestrian ways pedestrian and bicycle  
priority in the estate area

pedestrian and bicycle prio-
rity in the estate area

relation to the city estate integrated with  
the city

estate integrated with the 
city

semi-public spaces green courtyards inside the 
quarters

park on the site with se-
mi-public spaces, special 
3-coloured pavement

infrastructure restaurant in the area, small 
services in the ground-floor 
space along the streets, 
some communal spaces for 
inhabitants in the buildings

shops, commercial places, 
social and cultural facilities 
in the ground-floor space 
along the streets, etc.

others estate on the former  
industrial site

estate on the former indu-
strial site

sustainability:

rain water collecting rainwater used in flats no

saving energy concepts elevations of buildings  
oriented to the sun

no

saving water devices yes yes

renewable sources of energy no; gas heating, no photovol-
taic (ready for installation)

no; gas heating, no photo-
voltaic (ready for installation)

gardens/greenery 85 gardens shared by inhabi-
tants, some green roofs

a park between 16 buil-
dings, some green roofs

Trees a lot of fruit trees on the site a kind of park on the site

others (rain water circulation ) water directed to canals and 
to the ground instead of se-
wage system 

water directed to the gro-
und

design

architecture brick architecture designed 
by different offices, similar 
character

high quality, different con-
cepts of sophisticated 
forms

materials eco-friendly materials from 
the amsterdam city list 

materials from the amster-
dam city list

details high quality very high quality

others human scale, many different 
types of flats

human scale, functional and 
flexible flats

source: prepared by the author
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3. dIscussIon   

Based on the performed analysis, the following 
statements can be formulated. Both the analysed ca-
ses of dutch housing estates – the gwl Terrein and 
the funenpark show some common elements as well 
as differences. The common features include the fact 
that both urban concepts introduce the idea of a ‘car-
free’ zone inside the quarter, with the priority of pede-
strian and bicycle paths, both are based on one large 
quarter (4.5-6 ha) and were created in post-industrial 
areas. hence, they are the result of revitalisation ac-
tivities. in both development concepts, the authors 
designed basic infrastructure devices (basic services 
and activity rooms for residents). Both the analysed 
estates envisage a high level of architecture and a sen-
se of materials (p. Zumthor, 2017, p. 8-9], i.e. ecologi-
cal materials from the amsterdam code, but included 
in the traditional materials of amsterdam’s housing 
construction. in case of the gwl Terrein estate, it is 
a pragmatic, very rational architecture. rectangular 
solids of residential buildings with brick facades have 
a noble character.

in case of the funenpark housing estate, the 
forms of the buildings are real works of architectural 
art, works of architecture in a contemporary european 
city – as B. gronostajska writes about dutch archi-
tecture [B. gronostajska, 2008, p. 315-319]. facade 
compositions and architectural details are developed 
at the highest level, and the estate itself takes the form 
of an open-air architectural art gallery. when it comes 
to adapting to the principles of sustainable develop-

Tab. 3. comparison evaluation matrix – decisive features

source: prepared by the author

GWl terrein estate Funenpark estate

+++
sustainability priority

+
not many sustainable ideas implemented

++
good architectural level

 +++
architecture priority

++
more greenery inside the quarter

-
pedestrian pavement sometimes very close to the flats’ 
windows at the ground level

-
no renewable energy solutions implemented

-
no renewable energy solutions implemented 

+
more space between buildings

-
Buildings in close distance to each other in some cases 

++
social infrastructure on the site

++
social infrastructure on the site

++
car-free quarter, pressure for public transportation use 

++
car-free quarter

ment, good rainwater management solutions have 
been implemented in both projects, though the gwl 
has considerably more of these solutions. Based on 
the research, a relatively small use of renewable ener-
gy was identified (in the gwl, passive use – orienta-
tion of building facades to the sun) – this may be due to 
the fact that the concepts were created approximately 
20 years ago. Today, these problems are perceived in 
a different manner. a great role of trees is worth em-
phasising in shaping the green areas of both housing 
estates; the author of the analysis wants to point out 
that not only green areas are important in shaping the 
housing environment – deciduous trees play an extre-
mely important role in purifying urban air and supplying 
oxygen, their role has already been noticed by some 
researchers [B. gronostajska, 2007, p. 173-177].

it is not always possible to plant large amounts 
of tall greenery in the designed residential areas – it 
is very difficult in the case of underground car parks 
under courtyards, but in the gwl and funenpark ho-
using estates, greenery designers took care of a large 
number of deciduous trees. finally, the study shows 
an appropriate human scale of housing development, 
the designed buildings within the quarters do not exce-
ed the height of 5-6 floors inside the quarters (correct 
proportions of the height of buildings and the space 
between them) – it is necessary to remember about the 
downtown location of these investments.

The conducted study also shows differences in 
the two analysed amsterdam concepts. 

A. TOKAJUK
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The main difference is the approach to urban 
planning solutions within the teams. it is important to 
note a parallel arrangement of residential buildings in 
the gwl and a rather free arrangement of residen-
tial buildings in the funenpark – with access to the 
sun, air and greenery. however, a comparison of the 
teams indicates the use of interesting additional solu-
tions in the projects. in both cases, the quarters were 
shielded from the city streets by long, taller buildings, 
8-9 floors high. in the funenpark, an insulating barrier 
was obtained from communication lines on two sides 
– from the north side the housing estate is connec-
ted to the city through a park, in case of the gwl – 
from two sides. despite the different philosophies of 
the location of the buildings, controlled access to the 
interior of the estate was obtained in both analysed 
projects by virtue of gates and several legible entran-
ces to the estates. and even in case of the funen-
park – where the composition of the buildings inside 
resembles modernist ideas – it is possible to obta-
in the final concept of centripetal development, so 
characteristic of the dutch tradition [s. wojtkiewicz, 
2006, p. 94-96]. such a combination of a peripheral 
development with a looser quarter development can 
be described as a hybrid development type.

when it comes to shaping green areas, the 
two concepts are clearly different. in the funenpark, 
the designers treated the space inside the quarter 
as one green courtyard, interspersed and divided by 
buildings, the path being the connecting element. ar-
chitecture and landscaping are the most important 
elements here. one can argue that in the funenpark 
urban planning is just a pretext. But nature is condu-
cive to the perception of modern residential architec-
ture with all the senses [J. pallasmaa, 2012, p. 51]. 
nothing is the disturbing factor here, there is high qu-
ality in diversity, green space is a perfect binder. in the 
gwl estate, apart from several dozen trees, a large 
number of shrubs and 65 allotment gardens ‘for rent’ 
by the residents are used. The interior of the quarter 
is quite saturated with greenery. various forms of gre-
enery become an important element of space, they 
enrich the process of perceiving the environment and 
the way of perceiving rectilinear architectural objects, 
the sense of depth, colour and size [K. sobczyńska, 
2021, p. 40-47]. in addition to the positive impact on 
the perception of architecture, the idea of   allotment 
gardens helps to build social bonds, facilitate neigh-
bourly contacts, and is conducive to spending time 
outdoors. The idea of   neighbourly contacts was very 
important in the concept of a social housing estate, 
which began before world war ii and developed after 
1945. neighbourly contacts also affect the level of 
security and space control by the residents.

conclusIons   
The conducted comparative analysis of two 

amsterdam housing estates – the gwl Terrein and 
funenpark showed common features and differences 
between these concepts. gwl Terrein solutions – an 
eco-quarter and ‘villas in the park’ in the funenpark 
– although they differ from each other, they are a star-
ting point for discussion and search for new models of 
residence (also in the polish reality). urban planning of 
multi-family housing complexes in poland, but also in 
other countries, has been in crisis for many years, and 
in the last 20 years there has been a return to quarter 
development – the idea of a 19th-century city [a. Toka-
juk, 2010, p. 75-86]. poland lacks innovative concepts 
and here the analysis of amsterdam housing estates 
is very helpful. The gwl Terrein and funenpark so-
lutions can – to some extent – indicate new design 
trends. The study showed that not only in the aspects 
of implementing environmental and material solu-
tions (sustainability), but also in architectural, urban 
and social aspects, these concepts are very original 
and innovative. of course, they can be supplemented 
and modified by adding elements, such as renewable 
energy sources – it is necessary at the present time. 
one aspect is certainly debatable – we as a society 
are not fully prepared for the idea of a  ‘car-free estate’, 
but due to the current energy crisis, such forms of 
development even force the use of public transport 
systems.

it seems that the author’s ‘evaluation matrix’ 
method proposed in the study, based on four ele-
ments (quantity indicators – numbers, urban, susta-
inable and design – nusd) was a good research tool. 
finally, one more conclusion is worth emphasising 
– in both the analysed housing estates, urban plan-
ning and architecture complement each other very 
well. The words ‘to live means to inhabit’  incorporate 
the words of prof. Janusz włodarczyk by means of 
projects and their realisations [J. włodarczyk, 1997, 
pp. 5-20]. There is a kind of harmony between urban 
planning (centrifugal – hybrid solutions), the scale and 
quality of architecture, landscape, sustainable and 
technological solutions. estates designed in this man-
ner have resulted in the creation of a housing environ-
ment of the 21st century.
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